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Abstract
In this paper, we present Hybrid Event B, a formal language for modeling hybrid systems. Speciﬁcally,
Hybrid Event B is an extension of Event B associating with diﬀerential dynamic logic. The main contribution
of this paper is that we give the deﬁnition of a diﬀerential event in Hybrid Event B, which makes it possible
using diﬀerential dynamic logic in modeling continuous dynamical systems and discrete dynamical systems.
In addition, we show the proof obligations of each reﬁnements on diﬀerential events, which supports the
stepwise development of reﬁnement. We also show the transformer semantics of the diﬀerential events and
the weakest precondition reﬁnement approach applied to hybrid systems, both of which support our stepwise
development of hybrid systems.
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1 Introduction
Hybrid systems are dynamical systems that combine discrete and continuous
dynamics[1]. They are important for modeling embedded systems and Cyber-
Physical Systems. Hybrid systems are very natural models for many application
scenarios, because each part of the system can be modeled in the most natural
way[2,3]. Discrete aspects of the system, such as discrete switching, computing, and
control decisions can be modeled by discrete dynamics, while continuous aspects of
the system, such as motion or continuous physical processes can be modeled by
continuous dynamics. And hybrid systems simply combine either kind of dynamics
with each other as one hybrid system in very ﬂexible ways. The formal development
of such embedded systems should then consider two diﬀerent frameworks: the dis-
crete framework of the controller and the continuous framework of the environment.
As the purpose of Hybrid systems, the formal development of such closed systems
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should be able to deal with these dual frameworks. In this short paper, We present
some ideas and principles underlying the realization of a new project called Hybrid
Event B. This project certainly absorbs the main ideas and principles already at
work in Event B [4], but the kernel mathematical language of this project contains
diﬀerential dynamic logic[5].
From Event B, it borrows the idea of reﬁnement and proof. Event B [4,6]
describes a formal framework for discrete system which provides a great deal of
ﬂexibility to cover a large range of system developments. A complex system model
with details will be established through stepwise reﬁnement. More concrete imple-
mentation details are provided by introducing new events and data to the system
in every reﬁnement step. Necessary proof obligations from the construction of ab-
stract framework to reﬁnement veriﬁed each reﬁnement step. The transitivity of
reﬁnement ensures that the ﬁnal system description is equal to the initial one. The
multiple cases from diverse areas are studied and shows that this goal has been
achieved. Reﬁnement process are provided as well as precise proof obligations on
all kinds of events and some tools support to discharge them [7,8,9]. In essence,
Event B is a state-based speciﬁcation technique like Z [10] or Alloy [11]. Therefore
proof obligations clarify the reason about predicates on states.
From diﬀerential dynamic logic, it borrows ﬂexible power in handling symbolic
parameters with logical variables about hybrid systems. After continuous deduc-
tion and development, it ﬁnally forms a single speciﬁcation language, which is a
combination of diﬀerential dynamic logic descriptions and descriptions of system
behavior and correctness statements about the system state[12]. In particular, it
extends discrete dynamic logical by diﬀerential actions such that it can display con-
tinuous evolution. Due to the symbolic nature of logic, it is beneﬁcial to use simple
system actions of an isolated eﬀect in behavior.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the necessary
background on Event B and diﬀerential dynamic logic. Section 3 presents formal
syntax, semantics and reﬁnement of the Hybrid Event B. We give an application
example of train control system in section 4 which shows the usage of our model
language in specifying properties of hybrid systems. Section 5 introduces related
work. We draw conclusions and discuss future work in Section 6.
2 Background
2.1 Event B
Event B is a speciﬁcation language based on set theory and standard ﬁrst-order
predicate logic applied in large reactive and distributed systems. Its platform sup-
ports writing and proving of speciﬁcations. The basic concept of the speciﬁcation
development process is the reﬁnement, which ﬁnally construct a precise model by
steps. Machine is an important component of social Event B. It deﬁnes the dy-
namic behavior of the model, which consists of variables, invariants, variants, and
events. Variable are divided into various types whose values may be integers, sets,
relations, functions etc. Invariants refer to the system safety properties which re-
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strain the value range of variables. Variants concern the correction of reﬁnements.
Events describe transitions from one state to another, which consist of guards and
actions. In events, a guard is a predicate and an action is responsible for assigning
a state variable with a generalized substitution. When a guard is true, an event is
to be triggered even with non-deterministic selection. The execution of the actions
of a special event is simultaneous. A machine will evolve into a new one which
contains more details and more concrete description of the model as new variables
and events are introduced in reﬁnement. By strengthening the guards and adding
actions to the new variables, abstract events become distinct. The static elements
of the model are deﬁned by contexts which are composed of carrier sets, constants,
axioms, and theorems. The axioms and theorems are speciﬁed with the notation
of ﬁrst-order logic and set theory. The static information of a model related to the
reﬁnement constitutes a context that is visible to several machines and machines in
turn can see several contexts. Some new events can permit older ones triggering by
introducing variants.
2.2 Diﬀerential Dynamic Logic
The diﬀerential dynamic logic is a dynamic logic for describing hybrid systems
[13,14]. As a dynamic logic it has two relevant parts. On the one hand, it has
the classical ﬁrst-order part. On the other, it has the program world in the modali-
ties. The programs of diﬀerential dynamic logic are regular combinations of discrete
changes of system state and continuous evolutions of the system variables. Discrete
states are changed by assignments, such as x := 10. The assignment can model
states change of a controller component. Continuous evolutions can be modeled by
diﬀerential equations and invariants. The continuous evolutions of variables are used
to model the continue behavior of hybrid systems. The atomic statement of diﬀeren-
tial dynamic logic are instantaneous discrete jump assignments x := θ, a ﬁrst-order
formula H of real arithmetic, and diﬀerential equation systems x′ = θ∧H for a con-
tinuous evolution restricted to the domain of evolution described by H. Compound
statement of diﬀerential dynamic logic are generated from these atomic programs by
nondeterministic choice ∪, sequential composition ;, and Kleene’s nondeterministic
repetition ∗.
3 Hybrid Event B
3.1 Syntax
In the Hybrid Event B, speciﬁcations are organized and presented as Event B,and
formal logical based models are immediately processable by diﬀerential dynamic
logic, which performs type checking, records dependencies and generates obliga-
tions for proving consistency. The appropriate mathematical model for embedded
control systems is hybrid systems that combines the traditional state machine based
models for discrete control with classical diﬀerential equations based models for con-
tinuously evolving physical activities.
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A Hybrid Event B model is composed of two components: machine and contexts.
Machines contain the system variables, invariants, variants, and events, which deﬁne
the dynamic behavior of the model. Contexts contain carrier sets, constants, axioms,










Central to a Hybrid Event B description is the deﬁnition of the events, called
diﬀerential event, each consisting of a guard G over the variables, and a body,






The atomic body S is instantaneous discrete jump assignments x := θ and
diﬀerential equation x′ = θ ∧H for a continuous evolution restricted to the domain
H of evolution described by a ﬁrst-order formula. The body describes the changes
of variables upon event execution. Flexibility of diﬀerential dynamic logic will be
used to represent the progression of system values along states over time during a
hybrid evolution. Further diﬀerential dynamic logic clauses provide a list of state
variables, an invariant constraining and relating the state variables, and operations
on the state variables, the latter having optional parameters and results.
3.2 Semantics
Discrete transitions are described as instantaneous assignments of values to state
variables. They implicit discrete state changes. In hybrid automata, the discrete
transitions attached to edges which describe the evolution modes of hybrid systems
from one node to the other. They can be expressed resets x:=y or adjustments
of variables like x := x + 1. When simultaneous changes of multiple variables
are handled, discrete transitions can be combined to sets of discrete transitions
with simultaneous eﬀect following corresponding techniques in the discrete case.
For example, the discrete transitions set x := x − 8, y := 2x expresses that x is
decreased by 8 and, simultaneously, variable y is set to 2x, which is evaluated before
a receives its new value. If x initial value is 10, then x=2,y=20.
Continuous variation in system dynamics is described using diﬀerential event
x′ = θ ∧ H as evolution constraints. The diﬀerential equation x′ = θ is used for
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modeling and inference about continuous behavior. H is a predicate invariant which
constraint the area of all the values. For example the continuous movement of a
train along the track, train position z evolves with velocity v. z′ = v, v′ = a∧v ≤ 100
expresses that the evolution only applies as long as the speed is v ≤ 100. This is an
evolution along the diﬀerential equation z′ = v, v′ = a that is restricted to remain
within the region v ≤ 100, i.e., to accelerate before v ≤ 100. Such an evolution can
stop at any time within v ≤ 100, it could even continue with transient grazing along
the border v = 100, but it is never allowed to enter v > 100.
Deﬁnition 1 (Transition semantics of diﬀerential event) The two tuples
(υ, ω)is a transition relation on states. It speciﬁes which state ω is reachable from
a state υ by diﬀerential event of the hybrid systems and is deﬁned as follows:
1. (υ, ω) ∈ DE(x1 := θ1, ..., xn := θn) iﬀ υ([x1/θ1] . . . [xn/θn]) equals state ω.
Additionally, the value of the other variables y /∈ x1, ..., xn keeps the original value,
i.e., DE(υ, y) = DE(ω, y)
2. (υ, ω) ∈ DE(x′1 := θ1, . . . , x′n := θn ∧ H) iﬀ for time t ≥ 0, there is a
function f : [0, t] → States with f(0) = υ, f(t) = ω. The diﬀerential equations is
respected: for each xi, DE(f(τ), xi) is continuous in τ on [0, t] and has a erivative
of value DE(f(τ), θi) at each time τ ∈ (0, r). Additionally, The value of other
variables y /∈ x1, ..., xn keeps the original value, i.e., (f(τ), y) = DE(υ, y) for all
τ ∈ [0, t]. Further, the invariant holds, i.e.,DE(f(τ)∧H) = true for each τ ∈ [0, t].
3.3 Reﬁnement of Model
It is clearly impossible to build a single model representing once and for all the
future system because of the size of the state and the number of its transitions. We
are rather going to construct an ordered sequence of models, where each model is
supposed to be a reﬁnement of the one preceding it in the sequence. This means
that there may be some changes in a reﬁned model usually. The reﬁnement relation
deﬁned within Hybrid Event B possesses some fundamental properties which are of
great practical importance in performing incremental development and proof. In
hybrid systems, we pay attention to from a continue systems to a continue ones.
The reﬁnement relation is transitive, which means that we can incrementally verify
the ﬁnal implementation by verifying each individual reﬁnement step. The reﬁne-
ment relation is monotonic with respect to all the constructs of the dynamic logic
language, which means that the subcomponents of an operation reﬁnement can be
reﬁned independently. The reﬁnement of an dynamic logic language incurs a num-
ber of proof obligations. We consider the most general case of simultaneous data
and algorithmic reﬁnement.
Reﬁnement of Hybrid Event B, as formalized in the reﬁnement calculus, is based
on the following deﬁnition[16]. An diﬀerential event DE1 is reﬁned by an diﬀerential
event DE2, denoted by DE1 	 DE2, if the diﬀerential event DE2 can reach all the
same post-states Q at least from the same pre-states as the diﬀerential event DE1,
i.e.∀Q : wp(DE1;Q) ⇒ wp(DE2;Q). But It is quite diﬃcult to use the complex
weakest precondition semantics for the diﬀerential system. Therefore, we would like
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to have an alternative, but equally powerful, characterization for the reﬁnement,
which is more useful.
For diﬀerential event x′ = θ ∧H satisfying deﬁnition 1, a continuous transitions
satisfy a continuous evolution in accordance with the diﬀerential equation x′ = θ.
Then, its value is continuous on [0, t] and have a continuous derivative on the open
interval (0, t). States is isomorphic to real space spanned by the variables of the
diﬀerential equations, because derivatives are not deﬁned on the closed interval [0,
t] if t = 0. For the purpose of a diﬀerential event, states are fully determined by
an assignment of a real value to each occurring variable, which are ﬁnitely many. A
continuous transition in accordance with x′ = θ is possible from υ to ω. Therefore,
there is a continuous function f of time t ≥ 0 from state υ to ω such that f gives a
solution of the diﬀerential equation x′ = θ. H is invariant region that constraint f
always resides within H during the whole evolution. Further, only variables subject
to a diﬀerential equation change during such a continuous transition.
Lemma 1 Diﬀerential event have unique solutions[12][Lemma 1]. ”For each dif-
ferential event , each state υ and time t ≥ 0, there is at most one function
f : [0, t] → States satisfying transition semantics of diﬀerential event.
Proof. Let be a diﬀerential event x′1 := θ1, . . . , x′n := θnwith invariant region H.
Using simple computations in the ﬁeld of rational fractions, we can assume the right-
hand sides θi of the diﬀerential equations to be of the form pi/qi for polynomials
pi, qi. The set of points in real space where qi = 0 holds is closed. As a ﬁnite
union of closed sets, the set where q1 = 0 ∨ . . . ∨ qn = 0 holds is closed. Hence, the
valuations of the i are continuously diﬀerentiable on the complement of the latter set,
which is open. Thus, as a consequence of Picard.Lindelofs theorem, the solutions are
unique on each connected component of this open domain. Consequently, solutions
are unique when restricted to H, which, by assumption, entails q1 = 0∧. . .∧qn = 0.”
Lemma 2 Consider two diﬀerential event DE1 : X
′
1 = θ ∧ H1 and DE2 : X ′2 =
φ ∧ H2. DE1 is reﬁned by DE2, DE1 	 DE2. The proof obligation of invariant
region H is H1 ⇔ H2.
Proof. We assume H1 ⇒ H2 does not hold. Then, there exists invariant region
F such that F ⇒ H1 holds, but F ⇒ H2 does not hold. For diﬀerential event DE1
and DE2, there exits two solutions f and g. The f and g are continuous in duration
t ≥ 0. Since all the evolutions are continuous, there exists a post-states Q and
F (f(ξ))∧¬Q = wp(DE1, Q). Because F ⇒ H2 does not hold, and so F (g(ε))∧¬Q
= wp(DE2, Q) does not hold. And hence, wp(DE1;Q) ⇒ wp(DE2;Q) does not
hold. Therefore, DE1 	 DE2 cannot hold. The case H2 ⇒ H1 is proven similarly.
Lemma 3 Let DE1 and DE2 are diﬀerential event as in Lemma 2, f and g be their
solutions, τ and ς be the termination time of f and g. DE1 is reﬁned by DE2,
DE1 	 DE2. The proof obligation of the solutions that f and g are isomorphism.
Proof. First f and g termination states are the same. Because DE1 	 DE2, we
have the same postcondition Q and Q[f(τ)/X]) = Q[g(ς)/X]. This holds only if
f(τ) = g(ς).
Next the f and g reach the same states. Because DE1 	 DE2 holds, we know
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that f and g is unique solutions of DE1 and DE2 by Lemma 1. DE2 must reach
all the same post-states at least from the same pre-states as DE1 . Therefore, the
same states are reached.
Last f and g reach the same states by the same order. By deﬁnition 1, the
evolutions of f and g are continuous and determined. Now, consider a post-state
Q that is reachable by DE1. Due to uniqueness and ﬁniteness of evolutions all the
states wp(DE1;Q) are connected by one and only one continuous ﬁnite evolution.
Similarly, all the states wp(DE2;Q) are connected by a continuous ﬁnite. But then,
f and g must reach the same states by the same order, because otherwise f either
contains undetermined or is discontinuous.
4 Case study: train control system
The example comes from[16] to illustrate use of weak simulation proof obligations.
In this example a train travels a distance of 2560 m. It starts by accelerating to
traveling velocity, which it then keeps for the most of the journey. At the end, the
train decelerates to a full stop. Fig. 1 depicts how the velocity changes during
the journey. We develop now a Hybrid Event B modeling the traveling train. We
start with a discrete model describing only the state changes, and add the details
of continuous time dynamics in a stepwise manner.
Fig. 1. travelling train
Initial speciﬁcation: The hybrid system is the initial speciﬁcation describing only
the discrete state changes, the jumps from one event to another, during the journey.
accel
when










2360 ≤ x < 2560
then
x:=2560
Reﬁnement speciﬁcation: we introduce the notion of velocity by adding ac-
celeration and deceleration to the speciﬁcation. Such a hybrid action system, where
v denotes the velocity, is
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accel
when
0 ≤ x < 200
then
x′ := V ∧ V ′ = 1
const
when





2360 ≤ x < 2560
then
x′ := V ∧ V ′ = −1
We can get the reﬁnement relation used for proving the correctness must describe
what we mean by acceleration and deceleration:
1. accel reﬁnement relation: v =
√
2x ∧ 0 ≤ x < 200
2. const reﬁnement relation: v = 20 ∧ 200 ≤ x < 2360
3. decel reﬁnement relation: v =
√
5120− 2x ∧ 2360 ≤ x < 2560
The proof obligations (Lemma 1) and (Lemma 2) hold trivially, because there are
no new intermediate actions in train. for each diﬀerential event and each duration
, there is at most reﬁnement relation satisfying. Diﬀerential equations have unique
solutions, so Lemma3 hold also.
5 Related work
Hybrid systems do not accept equivalent ﬁnite-state abstractions owing to general
limits of numerical approximation[17,18]. Zhou et al. presented a few possible
methods in extraction and properties research on piecewise continuous states [19].
One useful way for reasoning about hybrid systems with a mixture of continuous and
discrete states is to apply multiple calculus rules and a non-constructive oracle by
extending duration calculus with mathematical expressions. Although continuous
statements [20] and a hybrid variant [21] are introduced into CSP in the form of
diﬀerential equations to describe hybrid systems with extended duration calculus,
The veriﬁcation method is not presented. Davoren and Nerode [22,23] have done a
lot of researches in semantics of modal u-calculus and topological aspects of hybrid
systems. Hilbert-style calculi was presented to prove formulas which are valid for
hybrid systems simultaneously. However, system behavior especially some unknown
eﬀects should be axiomatized declaratively in propositional modal logics with terms
of abstractions. So Hilbert-style calculi cannot obtain enough information about
a particular system. Ronkko et al.[24] proposed a weakest precondition semantics
in higher-order logic by built-in derivatives. But this method can only provide a
notational variant of classical mathematics because it is hard to verify the higher-
order logic. To obtain a sound development approach for hybrid systems, we present
Hybrid Event B that combine both the Event B as stepwise reﬁnement and the
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diﬀerential dynamic logic as a signiﬁcantly more expressive speciﬁcation language.
Finally, we think Hybrid Event B as a more uniform model language for hybrid
systems that is amenable to stepwise development for hybrid systems.
6 Conclusion and future work
In hybrid systems design and modeling, the problem is how to from a continue sys-
tems to a continue ones, together with specifying logistical properties or constrains.
For modeling continue dynamic systems and reﬁnement relations, we have proposed
a diﬀerential dynamical logical based. The logic is used to express the logical con-
nections between all kinds of expressions in hybrid systems. Thus, discrete system
and continue system can speciﬁcation together. We have constructed Hybrid Event
B modeling language for hybrid Systems, which is supposed to be a reﬁnement of
the one preceding it in the sequence. Then, we give formal semantics of diﬀerential
event of Hybrid Event B. Finally, the proof obligations of reﬁnement is showed. In
the future, we will work on the veriﬁcation and tool support of Hybrid Event B.
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